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Review Article and Clinical Experience: Basic Principles of Parenteral Nutrition for Diabetic Patients (Introduction with Several Empirical Formulas)

Abstract

To date, complete reports of studies and detailed information about Parenteral Nutrition (PEN) for patients with Diabetes Mellitus (DM) are unavailable. However, clinical experiences with several Empirical Formulas on such patients will be presented. To maintain and restore nutrition of diabetic patients parenterally requires the infusion of Non-Protein Calories (NPC) and a protein source, usually amino acids, in sufficient amounts, in the appropriate ratio, and in a volume of fluid content with normal water balance. Ideally, the amino acids should be spared for protein synthesis rather than utilized as an energy source. Micronutrients and Vitamins, Albumin, Insulin, other drugs and medications may also be added under certain circumstances. Glucose is the carbohydrate of choice in PEN, because it is the normal physiologic substance, which naturally occurs in blood, and it is abundant, inexpensive, and really purified for parenteral administrations. In clinical experiences, it be can given to diabetic patients peripherally in high concentrations up to 20% as long as the osmolarity of the mixture solution does not exceed 800 – 1000 mOsm/l. At least 100 to 150 g of glucose should be supplied for maximum impact on nitrogen balance, and to provide the energy substance for certain key tissues, such as: CNS, Peripheral Nerves, Erythrocytes, Leucocytes, Active Fibroblasts, and certain Phagocytes, which normally require glucose as the sole or major energy source. If such is not the case, gluconeogenesis may happen. Glucose is better to be infused in a mixture with nitrogen source (e.g Triparen with Pan; Amin G, or KA-EN MG3 with Amiparen), because this regimen is associated with an improvement in nitrogen balance as compared to their consecutive or separate administration. To date, clinical evidence has been with fat emulsions providing only LCT (16 to 18 carbon atoms), and currently, MCT (8 to 10 carbons) and LCT emulsion mixture solutions of 20% is increasingly accepted (because MCT may show more rapid triglyceride plasma clearance and oxidation of fat). Recently, it was recommended that in order to get the best nitrogen balance, other than using intermittent administration of carbohydrates, lipid emulsions, and amino acids, the most effective way of administering such substrates, is by three-in-one Big Bag, continuous infusion. Ten Sequential Guidelines of Peripheral PEN for patients with DM are summarized, such as:

1. Osmolarity of Nutrient Solutions < 800 &ndash; 1000 mOsm/l; Hemodynamic condition is the first priority of treatment before PEN to be started at blood glucose < 250 mg/dl; Rapid Glycemic Control should be done if blood glucose level > 250 mg/dl; Either solution of amino acids or fat emulsions are recommended to be infused continuously (not intermittently) within 24 hours; Amino Acid solutions are designed for &ldquo;protein &ndash; sparing&rdquo; rather than nitrogen equilibrium or anabolism, whereas fat emulsions are needed for source of energy and essential fatty acids; etc. Based on clinical experiences, rapid glycemic control (Formula Minus One&rdquo; and &ldquo;Formula Times Two&rdquo;) and Insulin Syringe Pump (&ldquo;Formula Times Twelve&rdquo;) can be used as guidelines in daily practice and emergency cases (Acute Coronary Syndromes, Acute Strokes, and Septic Cases due to Gangrene & Cellulitis, etc). All such &ldquo;Formulas&rdquo; will be on presentation at this symposium. Empirically, each nutrition of 500 ml f.e. Martos (Maltose) 10% or Dextrose 5% can be covered with 8-12 units Actrapid (AR) injected into the bottle of such solutions, 6-10 Unit AR into Potacol-R, and 30-35 units AR into Triparen No.1 or Triparen No.2. Such insulin doses are calculated by Formula 2.5-1 and Formula 5-1 in which both &ldquo;Formulas&rdquo; will be presented at the session. Conclusions: Ten Guidelines of basic principles of Peripheral PEN (Osmolarity < 800 - 1000 mOsm/l and blood glucose < 250 mg/dl) should be recognized by all internists and other associated specialists. However, osmolarity of solutions > 1000 mOsm/l can be given through the central vein. Mixture of nutrients such as KA-EN MG3 (Electrolyte + D 10%) &ndash; Amiparen (AA 10%) &ndash; Fat Emulsions, or Triparen (GFX 4:2:1) &ndash; Pan Amin G (AA 2.72 %) &ndash; Fat Emulsions can be safely and rationally given to patients with DM, and insulin dose regimen can be adjusted by injecting such a dose into the bottle (use Formula 2.5 &ndash; and Formula 5-1)